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early prehistoric urban forms to settlements of late antiquity — from early Syrian cities to
Aramaean nomadic sedentarization to the city in Roman imperial ideology. He also spoke during
the University of Chicago’s Humanities Day on “How to Build a God: Mesopotamian Icons and
Biblical Parodies,” as well as delivering a paper on historical methodology at the Chicago meeting
of American Oriental Society. For the coming year, he looks forward to a host of invited projects
and lectures with the Association of Ancient Historians, the American Schools of Oriental
Research, the Smart Museum, and Chicago’s Humanities Festival. Last but not least should be
the completion of work on his Old Babylonian historical monograph — and another full roster of
students.

——————————

Robert K. Ritner
Robert K. Ritner spent much of the year on topics of Libyan and Egyptian interactions.
He proofread his in-press monograph, The Libyan Anarchy: Documents from Egypt’s Third
Intermediate Period, and his article “Libyan vs. Nubian as the Ideal Egyptian” was published in
Egypt and Beyond: Studies Presented to Leonard H. Lesko upon his Retirement from the Wilbour
Chair of Egyptology at Brown University, June 2005, edited by Stephen E. Thompson and
Peter Der Manuelian. At Leiden University on October 25, 2007, he opened the first academic
conference on The Libyan Period in Egypt with a lecture on “Fragmentation and Re-integration
in the Third Intermediate Period.” In Dallas, on January 19, 2008, he discussed “The Restless
Western Front: Libyan Interactions with Ancient Egypt” for the North Texas Chapter of the
American Research Center in Egypt. On March 7 for the Oriental Institute symposium Nomads,
Tribes, and the State in the Ancient Near East: Cross-Disciplinary Approaches, he detailed “Egypt
and the Vanishing Libyan: Institutional Responses to a Nomadic People.”
Three days later, he left for a month in Egypt to lead the Oriental Institute’s Travel Program
“Unseen Egypt,” after which he conducted primary research in the Luxor blockyard to confirm
his reconstruction of multiple wall fragments recording the story of “The Possession of Bentresh,”
otherwise known only from a damaged stela in the Louvre. The Luxor copy now completes this
tale of magical healing by an Egyptian mission to Bactria, and the publication of Ritner’s analysis
and translation will ultimately be published in a new series by the Epigraphic Survey.
In keeping with Ritner’s role as “ecumenical Egyptologist” examining Egyptian contacts with
foreign peoples, he served in the summer as Egyptology consultant and staff member for the joint
Turkish Ministry of Culture and Tourism and the Mustafa Kemal University Excavations at Tell
Atchana, in Antakya/Hatay, Turkey, and during the year he analyzed and translated for eventual
publication a series of unexpected Egyptian sealings associated with tablets from the Persepolis
Fortification Archive.
Ritner’s additional publications include “Household and Family Religion in Ancient Egypt,”
in Household and Family Religion in Mediterranean and West Asian Antiquity: Comparative
Perspectives, edited by J. Bodel and S. Olyan; “Oriental Institute Museum Notes 15: A Coptic
Lintel from Qustul,” in Journal of Near Eastern Studies 67; and seven entries commissioned
for the World Book Encyclopedia: “Anubis,” “Cleopatra,” “Horus,” “Osiris,” “Serapis,” “Seth,”
and “Thoth.” Two online publications include “Some Problematic Bipartite Nominal Predicates
in Demotic” (http://oi.uchicago.edu/pdf/bipartite_nominal_predicates.pdf) and “Ptolemy IX
(Soter II) at Thebes” (http://oi.uchicago.edu/pdf/ptolemy_soter_II_at_thebes.pdf).
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Beyond the lectures already noted, Ritner spoke on “Magic in Ancient Egypt” for the
Pennsylvania Chapter of the American Research Center in Egypt in its first expansion lecture
outside of Philadelphia (State College, May 3), and for a lunch sponsored by the Dean of the
Humanities, he provided “An Introduction to Ancient Egyptian Magic and Medicine” (June 3).
On June 7, he repeated in Santa Ana, California, his popular five-lecture, all-day seminar on
Magic and Medicine in Theory and Practice in Ancient Egypt, Curses and Love Charms, How a
Temple Works, The Great Deities of Mythology, and The Function of Egyptian Art, sponsored
by the Orange County Chapter of the American Research Center in Egypt, the Egypt Exploration
Organization of Southern California, the Orange County Library, and the Bowers Museum.

——————————

Foy Scalf
Foy Scalf had a very busy and productive 2007–2008. In addition to taking over for Dr. Magnus
Widell as Head of the Research Archives in October and defending his dissertation proposal
entitled “Passports to Eternity: Formulaic Demotic Funerary Texts from Roman Egypt” in
November, Foy presented a number of papers in the United States and abroad. In July, he
presented a paper entitled “Unpublished Demotic Funerary Papyri from the Louvre” at the
25th International Congress of Papyrologists in Ann Arbor, Michigan. This paper presented
information on a group of unpublished Roman period funerary papyri housed in the Louvre,
which he had examined on a research trip in 2006. Foy participated in the panel “Culture and
Society in Graeco-Roman Egypt” sponsored by the American Society of Papyrologists during
the January meeting of the 139th American Philological Association meeting in Chicago where
he presented a paper entitled “The Religious Significance of the Formulaic Demotic Funerary
Texts,” seeking to re-orient the cursory manner in which past scholars have disregarded the
importance of the last funerary texts to be written in the Egyptian tradition. During a research trip
to the United Kingdom in May, he presented a paper entitled “Did the Book of the Dead Die?:
The Funerary Literature of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt” for Portus: Liverpool Classics Research
Seminars in the Department of Classics and Ancient History of the University of Liverpool. In
this lecture, Foy emphasized the creativity and vitality of the funerary text tradition in post-New
Kingdom Egypt, addressing the questions of when the Book of the Dead disappeared and what
replaced it.
A research trip to the Hesburgh Library of the University of Notre Dame provided Foy the
opportunity to examine two Ptolemaic period linen fragments once used in mummification, which
are inscribed with Book of the Dead spells in the hieratic script. These texts would have been
written on long strips of linen used to wrap the mummy. They belonged to two men and further
fragments from these strips have been identified in the British Museum. Foy also began work
on an edition of a Roman period Book of Breathing, a hieratic funerary composition dating to
the first or second centuries a.d., housed in the John Rylands Library in Manchester, England.
Papyrus Rylands Hieratic 6, a copy of the First Book of Breathing, was written for a woman who
is given the epithet “Hathor” throughout the text. A complete edition of this manuscript is planned
for publication in 2009. Along with colleague Jackie Jay, Foy has developed a database for the
Demotic ostraca kept in the collection of the Oriental Institute Museum that will go online in
the fall of 2008. The Oriental Institute Demotic Ostraca Online (O.I.D.O.O.) project will make
available to scholars all the Demotic ostraca in the Oriental Institute Museum through a series of
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